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question for almost everything in 
your training. However, be diplomat-
ic when you ask that “why” ques-
tion—don’t deliberately challenge 

your superiors in a way that is bound 
to upset them.
 4) Squeeze the maximum amount 
of education out of every experience. 

If you’re presenting 
a case at an academ-
ic session, research 
questions that you 
think will come up 
during the session. 
Look for research 
evidence to answer 
your own questions. 
What is the recur-
rence rate of tarsal 
tunnel syndrome after 
release of the flexor 
retinaculum? What 
is the best incisional 
approach for Achilles 
ruptures? What is the 
most stable fixation 

method for that ankle fusion? Milk 
your experiences for all they’re worth 
and incorporate that information into 
both your presentations and future 
thought processes.
 5) Grab on to those attending phy-
sicians and surgeons who are open to 
your asking why without becoming 
defensive. An attending that can’t an-
swer the “why” question but is recep-
tive to talking about and researching 
the answer is also educational gold to 

 Practice Perfect is a continuing ev-
ery-issue column in which Dr. Shapiro 
offers his unique personal perspective 
on the ins and outs of running a podi-
atric practice.

It’s difficult to know what occurs 
at different podiatric residency 
programs. One often hears gos-
sip about other programs, but 
who knows the truth? “This pro-

gram has no academics.” “That pro-
gram is so authoritarian that residents 
are afraid to ask questions.” “That 
program doesn’t allow residents to 
do the majority of pro-
cedures.” The hearsay 
goes on and on, and 
who knows the truth?
 Imagine that the re-
ality is somewhere in 
the middle, with some 
programs—for any 
number of reasons—
providing strong didac-
tic learning opportu-
nities while others do 
not provide a strong 
academic background. 
The one factor that 
seems true with many 
colleagues around the 
country is that many 
residents don’t feel entitled to ask that 
all-important “why” question. This is 
the single most important question any 
resident could ask during their train-
ing. One should push their residents to 
question and challenge the information 
that’s presented to them and to ask 
why. It is also important to have some 
attending colleagues who also empha-
size the importance of the “why.”
 Residents should feel open and 
safe to ask those all-important “why” 
questions, and trainers need to be 

open to receiving those questions. 
To that end, here are some recom-
mendations for both residents and 
attendings to get the most out of their 

educational experiences. These 10 
suggestions will create a safe space 
for residents to ask those “why” 
questions and learn better.

Residents
 1) Seek immediate, specific, and 
constructive feedback—from as many 
people and experiences as possible.
 2) Track the outcomes of cases 
with which you assist, even if that 
means doing extra work.
 3) Ask “why?” for everything you 
do. Why did we give that steroid in-
jection for that plantar fasciitis pa-
tient? Why did you choose that sur-
gical procedure? Why did you write 
that prescription? There’s a “why” 
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Here’s how to create the smartest doctors.
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Going from 
What to Why

Many residents don’t feel entitled to ask that 
all-important “WHY” question?
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resident training. One mark of a great clinician is curiosity. 
No one knows enough to stop learning. To paraphrase the 
Dos Equis Man, “Stay hungry, my friends.”
 
Attendings
 1) Make it explicitly clear that residents can ask and 
explore questions.
 2) Include case discussions in your academics.

 3) Teach all attendings to participate in a non-judg-
mental manner.
 4) Don’t become defensive when your residents ask 
“WHY?” They are not always questioning your judgment 
or decisions. They are often trying to gain a deeper un-
derstanding. Remember, analyzing our own outcomes is 
an excellent way to improve.
 5) Push your residents to learn as much as they can 
from their experiences. Don’t let them be passive absorb-
ers of the education presented to them but rather press 
them to be active participants in their own training. PM

dr. Shapiro is editor of PreSeNt Practice Perfect. He joined the faculty 
of Western University of Health Sciences, college of Podiatric Medicine, 
Pomona, ca in 2010.
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Present Podiatry
PRESENT Podiatry (podiatry.com) is a podiatrist-owned-and-run company that proudly serves as the largest 
provider of online CME to the podiatry profession. One of the key lectures in their online CME collection is 
highlighted below.

Push your residents to 
learn as much as they can from 

their experiences


